INDEPENDENT MONITORING BOARD
GLOBAL POLIO ERADICATION INITIATIVE

FIFTEENTH MEETING
02-03 May 2017

Royal College of Physicians
11 St Andrew’s Place
Regent’s Park
London
NW1 4LE

AGENDA
[FINAL – 22 April 2017]
Day One – Tuesday 2 May 2017
Dorchester Library – First Floor

ALL SESSIONS ARE RESTRICTED TO IMB AND NAMED PARTICIPANTS ONLY

08:30-09:30  IMB Private Discussion

09:00-09:30  Refreshments available in Council Chamber, Ground Floor

09:30-09:45  Introductions & overview
  – Sir Liam Donaldson, IMB Chair

09:45-11:15  Session 1  IMB and GPEI Core Partners discussions
  (Focus: Afghanistan and Pakistan)

11:15-11:30  Coffee Break

11:30-12:30  Session 2  IMB and Donors/Extended Partners
  (Focus: Afghanistan and Pakistan)

12:30-13:30  Lunch (provided)

13:30-14:30  Session 3  Afghanistan
  PARTICIPANTS: IMB, Afghanistan country delegation, GPEI Core Partners,
  Donors/Extended Partners
  Key issues for Afghanistan
  • Situation report (Afghanistan government and GPEI perspective)
  • Technical Advisory Group perspective
  • Donor perspectives

14:30-15:00  Coffee break

15:00-17:00  Session 4  Pakistan
  PARTICIPANTS: IMB, Pakistan country delegation, GPEI Core Partners,
  Donors/Extended Partners
  Key issues for Pakistan
  • Situation Report (Pakistan federal government and GPEI perspective)
  • Pakistan Provincial representatives perspective
  • Technical Advisory Group perspective
  • Donor perspectives

17:00-17:30  Session 5  Joint Afghanistan and Pakistan cross border areas discussion
  PARTICIPANTS: IMB, Afghanistan and Pakistan country delegation, GPEI Core Partners,
  Donors/Extended Partners
Day Two – Wednesday 3 May 2017
Dorchester Library - First Floor

ALL SESSIONS ARE RESTRICTED TO IMB AND NAMED PARTICIPANTS ONLY

08:30-09:00 IMB Private Discussion
08:15-09:00 Refreshments available in Council Chamber, Ground Floor
09:00-09:15 Introductions & overview
    ~ Sir Liam Donaldson, IMB Chair
09:15-10:45 Session 6 IMB and GPEI Core Partners discussions
    (Focus: Nigeria and related geographical areas)
10:45-11:00 Coffee Break
11:00-12:00 Session 7 IMB and Donors/Extended Partners
    (Focus: Nigeria and related geographical areas)
12:00-13:00 Session 8 Nigeria
    PARTICIPANTS: IMB, Nigeria country delegation, GPEI Core Partners,
    Donors/Extended Partners
    Key issues for Nigeria
    - Situation Report (Nigeria government and GPEI perspective)
    - Expert Review Committee perspective
    - Donor perspectives
13:00-14:00 Lunch (provided)
14:00-15:45 Session 9 Final discussion
    PARTICIPANTS: IMB, GPEI Core Partners, Donors and Extended Partners
15:45-16:15 Coffee Break
16:15-18:00 IMB Private Discussion